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The Renaissance era was launched in Italy and gradually spread to the Netherlands, Germany,
Spain, France, and other parts of Europe and the New World, with figures like Robert Campin,
Jan van Eyck, Rogier van der Weyden, Albrecht DYrer, and Albrecht Altdorfer. It was the era
that produced some of the icons of civilization, including Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa and
Last Supper and Michelangelo's Sistine Ceiling, Piet^, and David. Marked as one of the greatest
moments in history, the outburst of creativity of the era resulted in the most influential
artistic revolution ever to have taken place. The period produced a substantial number of
notable masters, among them Caravaggio, Donato Bramante, Donatello, El Greco, Filippo
Brunelleschi, Masaccio, Sandro Botticelli, Raphael, Titian, and Tintoretto. The result was an
outstanding number of exceptional works of art and architecture that pushed human potential to
new heights. The A to Z of Renaissance Art covers the years 1250 to 1648, the period most
disciplines place as the Renaissance Era. A complete portrait of this remarkable period is
depicted in this book through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over 500
hundred cross-referenced dictionary entries on major Renaissance painters, sculptors,
architects, and patrons, as well as relevant historical figures and events, the foremost
artistic centers, schools and periods, major themes and subjects, noteworthy commissions,
technical processes, theoretical material, literary and philosophic sources for art, and art
historical terminology.
Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering expert advice for all tastes and
budgets for 80 years. Fodor's Italy 2015 is the essential take-along companion. With inviting
full-color photos, this updated edition highlights everything that visitors adore--from Italy's
great food and wine to art and architecture, as well as glorious Tuscan hill towns, shopping,
and much, much more. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of full-color maps · Hundreds of
hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top picks · A great
itinerary to explore the top attractions and what’s off the beaten path · Coverage of Rome and
environs, Northern Italy, Central Italy, and Southern Italy Planning to focus on Rome? Check
out Fodor's travel guides to Rome.
Portuguese Tangier (1471-1662) is a fundamental new contribution to the history of Tangier, a
dynamically expanding Moroccan port on the south shore of the Strait of Gibraltar. The book
offers a “virtual archaeology” of the Portuguese urban fabric heritage--both vanished and
preserved--in Tangier's médina, the walled Old Town. Solidly grounded in archival sources and
profoundly revisionist, Portuguese Tangier alters our image of the médina to an unexpected
extent. Yet it makes no claim to being "definitive" in any sense -- on the contrary, it is no
more than a starting point. The volume stands at a critical intersection of well-known
documents, recently located sources, and those that have been heavily underused (military
engineering plans -- Portuguese as well as English, Portuguese building estimates and
construction proposals). It plays a critical searchlight over discrepancies that become evident
once spatio-temporal GIS modelling is deployed to re-examine the sources and the existing
literature. The book challenges a rainbow of standard interpretations and entrenched Tangerois
urban legends. It ranges widely, from recent hypotheses to newly confirmed toponyms,
contentious architectural details, and the design and construction of the fortifications. The
scope extends to historic environmental factors affecting the Old Port (studied through a new
3D bathymetric model of the historic anchorage -- the only such model available for now). The
well-known "Tangier" series of drawings and etchings by the Bohemian artist Wenceslas (Václav)
Hollar (1607-1677) comes into its own here, in a fresh, analytical, modelling-oriented context
that interlinks Portuguese and English data tightly. The Portuguese period (1471-1662) is set
in a frame that encompasses both the pre-1471 Muslim port and various 1662-1684 English
components of the urban fabric—genuine as well as spurious. The book targets mainly a
specialist audience (historians, conservationists, heritage planners, urban archaeologists,
itinerary and exhibit designers dealing with Tangier), but will also reward the patient casual
reader genuinely interested in the fortified médina and its history. In stock. Purchase direct
from Baywolf Press / Éditions Baywolf & Portuguese Studies Review. Portuguese Tangier
(1471-1662) est une nouvelle contribution à l'histoire du port de Tanger, la cheville maritime
du nord marocain saisie à présent dans un tourbillon de développement. Le livre offre une
"virtual archaeology" du patrimoine portugais dans la vieille médina de Tanger - d'une part un
patrimoine disparu (et par conséquent "virtuel") mais aussi, d'autre part, étrangement
préservé, bien que souvent inconnu, méconnu, ou ignoré. Solidement ancré dans les fonds
d'archives et profondément révisionniste sans aucune prétention d'être "definitif", Portuguese
Tangier change notre compréhension de la médina. L'ouvrage se situe au carrefour critique des
sources -- documents classiques ainsi que des pièces nouvellement découvertes ou redécouvertes
(plans de génie militaire -- portugais aussi bien qu'anglais, des devis estimatifs portugais et
des travaux d'étude). L'auteur met en évidence les disjonctions fondamentales qui surgissent du
moment que les ouvrages de recherche disponibles à présent s'affrontent aux documents dans un
cadre de modélisation SIG spatio-temporel. Le livre met en question une panoplie
d'interprétations et de "légendes urbaines" Tangéroises bien établies. Portuguese Tangier
fournit une fusion d'hypothèses récentes, de toponymes nouvellement confirmés, de détails
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architecturaux à débat, et d'une exploration en détail des fortifications. L'enquête s'étend
aux facteurs environnementaux dans le Vieux Port (étudiés au moyen d'un nouveau modèle
bathymétrique de l'ancrage -- le seul modèle du fond de l'ancrage historique, en trame 3D,
disponible pour le moment). La série "Tanger" de Wenceslas (Václav) Hollar (1607-1677) (dessins
et gravures) se situe ici dans un contexte d'analyse et de modélisation qui fusionne les
sources portugaises et anglaises. La discussion de l'architecture portugaise (1471-1662)
s'encadre entre des vignettes du port marocain d'avant-1471 et d'éléments anglais du tissu
urbain -- éléments véridiques aussi bien qu'imaginaires. L'ouvrage s'adresse principalement aux
spécialistes (historiens, professionnels du patrimoine, archéologues, et concepteurs
d'itinéraires et d'expositions) mais offre néanmoins de quoi bien contenter tous les amateurs
de la médina et de son histoire.
This groundbreaking book situates Bramante's Tempietto at the center of an arts program that
exalted Spain's quest for Christian hegemony.
Historical Dictionary of Renaissance Art
Pliny the Elder and the Emergence of Renaissance Architecture
Brunelleschi's Dome
Princes, Cities, Architects
Renaissance Rivals
Emulating Antiquity
Il grande modello in legno per il San Pietro vaticano, da non molto sottratto all'oblio, è opera di particolare significato ed ultimo più
importante impegno creativo di Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane. Osteggiato da Michelangelo perché più "opera tedesca" (gotica)
che espressione della "maniera moderna" ma esaltato dal Vasari per l' "ordine nuovo e modo straordinario", porta a maturazione
un pensiero architettonico particolare. Di interessantissima ibridazione tra cadenze stilistiche classiciste e maestosi recuperi prerinascimentali medioevaleggianti. Lo scavo nell'officina formativa sangallesca ha rivalutato e messo in evidenza la particolare
caratura della sua complessità, declinata in innovativa sintesi tra forbite eleganze cinquecentesche e configurazioni costitutive
fuori dalle regole classiciste: convalidando il giudizio cinquecentesco vasariano di opera straordinaria. SANDRO BENEDETTI, già
ordinario di "Storia dell'Architettura Moderna" e professore di "Storia e Metodi di Analisi dell'Architettura" nella "Scuola di
Specializzazione in Beni Architettonici e del Paesaggio" dell'Ateneo "La Sapienza" di Roma, è autore di volumi e pubblicazioni
sull'Architettura del Cinquecento, su figure e problemi del Barocco romano, sull'Arcadia ed il primo Settecento. Svolge altresì
attività di progettazione architettonica di riflessione e di pubblicistica sul Contemporaneo, documentata in volumi ed in riviste
specializzate.
A teeming colorful street just outside the Vatican, the Via Borgo Pio runs between St. Peter's Basilica and the ancient tomb of
Hadrian. In documenting the street's history, life, and architecture with sensitive drawings and affectionate narrative, Sutherland
has captured the original spirit of the place before its inevitable change.
Written by locals, Fodor's Essential Italy annual travel guidebook offers expert advice and insider tips for all tastes and budgets.
Complete with detailed maps and concise descriptions, this travel guide will help you plan your trip with ease and make the most
out of their visit to Italy. Join Fodor’s in exploring one of the most exciting and delicious countries in Europe. With inviting fullcolor photos, this updated Fodor’s Essential Italy edition deep dives into everything that visitors adore—from the EmiliaRomangna’s delicious food and wine scene to Rome’s historic art and architecture, as well as Tuscany’s glorious hill towns, the
Amalfi Coast’s spectacular views, Milan’s famed shopping districts, and much more. Fodor’s Essential Italy 2019 includes: •UPTO-DATE COVERAGE: Fodor's Essential Italy provides thorough, insightful coverage to this year-after-year top European
destination. Dozens of scintillating new reviews are sure to entice first-time and even longtime visitors to hotels and restaurants
scattered throughout Rome, Venice, and Florence. Establishments in farther-flung cities and towns are also given their due, and
this guide continues to feature rich coverage of the now-trendy southern Italy destinations in Puglia, Calabria, and Basilicata.
Updated annually to ensure the best and most relevant content. •ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE: A brief introduction and
spectacular color photos capture the ultimate experiences and attractions throughout Italy. •GORGEOUS PHOTOS AND
ILLUSTRATED FEATURES: Multiple full-color features bring the many sides of Italy to vibrant life. Included among the photogenic
array of riches are the ancient ruins of Rome; the scenic glory of the Cinque Terre; a detailed guide to Pompeii; Venice's Grand
Canal; and more. •ITINERARIES AND TOP RECOMMENDATIONS: Sample itineraries help you plan and make the most of your time.
We include tips on where to eat, stay, and shop as well as information about nightlife, sports, and the outdoors. Fodor's Choice
designates our best picks in every category. •INDISPENSABLE TRIP PLANNING TOOLS: Convenient overviews show each region
and its notable highlights. Chapter planning sections provide knowledgeable guidance for making the most of your time, with top
tips on getting from cities to countryside villages. Enticing cuisine highlights are given in each regional chapter. •DETAILED
STREET MAPS THROUGHOUT: Regional and neighborhood street maps throughout the guide will help you get around. •COVERS:
Rome, Venice, Florence, Milan, Lake Como, Tuscany, Naples, Sorrento, Capri, Sicily, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each
Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts. Planning to focus on just some Italy destinations? Check out
Fodor’s Rome, Fodor’s Florence and Tuscany, and Fodor’s The Amalfi Coast, Capri & Naples.
On August 19, 1418, a competition concerning Florence's magnificent new cathedral, Santa Maria del Fiore--already under
construction for more than a century--was announced: "Whoever desires to make any model or design for the vaulting of the main
Dome....shall do so before the end of the month of September." The proposed dome was regarded far and wide as all but
impossible to build: not only would it be enormous, but its original and sacrosanct design shunned the flying buttresses that
supported cathedrals all over Europe. The dome would literally need to be erected over thin air. Of the many plans submitted, one
stood out--a daring and unorthodox solution to vaulting what is still the largest dome (143 feet in diameter) in the world. It was
offered not by a master mason or carpenter, but by a goldsmith and clockmaker named Filippo Brunelleschi, who would dedicate
the next twenty-eight years to solving the puzzles of the dome's construction. In the process, he did nothing less than reinvent the
field of architecture. Brunelleschi's Dome is the story of how a Renaissance genius bent men, materials, and the very forces of
nature to build an architectural wonder we continue to marvel at today. Denounced at first as a madman, Brunelleschi was
celebrated at the end as a genius. He engineered the perfect placement of brick and stone, built ingenious hoists and cranes to
carry an estimated 70 million pounds hundreds of feet into the air, and designed the workers' platforms and routines so carefully
that only one man died during the decades of construction--all the while defying those who said the dome would surely collapse
and his own personal obstacles that at times threatened to overwhelm him. Even today, in an age of soaring skyscrapers, the
cathedral dome of Santa Maria del Fiore retains a rare power to astonish. Ross King brings its creation to life in a fifteenth-century
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chronicle with twenty-first-century resonance.
Antonio da Sangallo il Giovane. Il grande modello per il San Pietro in Vaticano
Bramante's Tempietto, the Roman Renaissance, and the Spanish Crown
Colonial Urban Fabric as Cross-Cultural Skeleton
Turkey Travel Adventures
The A to Z of Renaissance Art
Transforming the Church Interior in Renaissance Florence

The book provides a series of reflections on the study of architectural preexistences that have matured during the almost
thirty-five years of study and research in Italy and Europe. Furthermore, it shows how the discipline of restoration of
monuments is all based in architecture, intended in its many-faceted meanings. The methodical approach to the
restoration of historic architecture consists in the historical-critical analysis, central nucleus of the study of architecture
and is composed by specific in-depth thematic sessions (the historical iconography; the analysis of the constructive
features; the constructive model; the volumetric layout; metrological and proportional analysis; the theme of the figurative
model; the analysis of masonry; the theme of decorations; spolia and reemployed; comparisons, analogies and
differences; the reading of the architectural organism through the synthesis of the monument in time). The author and his
team have collected thematic essays on key issues that have great interest not only in Italy but also abroad. From the
general concepts to examples of the application of Italian consolidated restoration methodology to the analysis and
conservation of historic architecture.
DK Eyewitness Travel Family Guide Italy: Florence & Central Italy, from the groundbreaking family travel series, is written
by parents and guarantees the entire family will enjoy their trip to Italy. With child-friendly sleeping and eating options,
detailed maps of main sightseeing areas, travel information, language tips, budget guidance, age range suitability, and
activities for every area, DK Eyewitness Travel Family Guide Italy: Florence & Central Italy is the ultimate guide to stressfree family travel. The guide also includes dedicated "Kids Corners" that feature cartoons, quizzes, puzzles, games, and
riddles to inform, surprise, and entertain young travelers as they explore everything Italy has to offer.
"Tafuri studies the theory and practice of Renaissance architecture, offering new and compelling readings of its various
social, intellectual, and cultural contexts while providing a broad understanding of uses of representation that shaped the
entire era. He synthesizes the history of architectural ideas and projects through discussions of the great centers of
architectural innovation in Italy (Florence, Rome, and Venice), key patrons from the middle of the fifteenth century (Pope
Nicholas V) to the early sixteenth century (Pope Leo X), and crucial figures such as Leon Battista Alberti, Filippo
Brunelleschi, Lorenzo de'Medici, Raphael, Baldassare Castiglione, and Giulio Romano. Interpreting the Renaissance is
an essential book for anyone interested in the architecture and culture of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italy."--BOOK
JACKET.
If, like me, you are a bit tired of the ethnocentric social commentary that seems to come with certain well known
guidebooks then you could do worse than try this one. Simple to use, well written and accurate, I found it invaluable and
couldn't fault any of its recommendations nor descriptions. -- Yurt (Amazon reviewer) Turkey is so diverse it could almost
be described as a continent rather than a country. In the west, mountains and pine forests frame a staggeringly beautiful
coastline. The central steppe has the peculiar rock churches and underground cities of Cappadocia and the cosmopolitan
capital of Ankara. In the east, there are biblical rivers, a fabled mountain and haunting cities and palaces. Then, there is
the magnetism of Istanbul. Turkey s location straddles Asia and Europe. The three great Empires that ruled the country
for thousands of years left a legacy of enchanting cultures and more ancient sites than even Italy or Greece can boast.
Major areas dealt with in the guide include Istanbul, Thrace and Marmara, the Aegean Coast, the Mediterranean Coast,
Central Anatolia, Cappadocia, the Black Sea Coast. Covered in detail for each area are where to stay, where to eat,
shopping, sightseeing and adventures, both cultural and physical from walking in the footsteps of St. Paul to joining in the
local festivals, from yoga and Turkish baths to art classes and cooking courses. This guide combines in-depth text
information with color maps & photos on almost every page. Existing guides are largely text-only or mostly graphics and
lacking the practical details travelers need. Photos and maps throughout. Print edition is 688 pages
e l'architettura del Cinquecento in Valdichiana
Fodor's Italy 2015
Fodor's Florence & Tuscany
DK Eyewitness Family Guide Florence and Central Italy
Artistic Practices and Cultural Transfer in Early Modern Italy
An Architectural View of a Renaissance Street in Rome
This history-rich region offers some of Italy's classic landscapes - pole-straight cypress trees lining dusty farm roads, rolling hills that stretch as far
as the eye can see, fields of vibrant sunflowers, medieval villages perched on rocky spurs above crashing surf. Visit them all with this
comprehensive guide that helps you explore the very best places. A largely untouched coastline and protected wild areas only add to the appeal of
this top vacation destination. Regional chapters take you on an introductory tour, with stops at museums, historic sites and local attractions. Places
to stay and eat; transportation to, from and around your destination; practical concerns; tourism contacts - it's all herel Detailed regional and
town maps feature walking and driving tours. Then come the adventures - fishing, canoeing, hiking, rafting, llama trips and more. Never galloped
along a beach on horseback, trekked up a mountain, explored ancient sites? Also includes extensive lists of recommended outfitters, with all
contact details - e-mail, website, phone number and location. Adventure Guides are about living more intensely, waking up to your surroundings
and truly experiencing all that you.
A family-focused guidebook to Italy for traveling with children ages 4 to 12. DK Eyewitness Travel: Family Guide Italy offers you the best things
to see and do on a family vacation to Rome, Venice, Florence, and throughout Italy. Each spread bursts with family-focused travel tips and ideas
for activities that will engage children, from pony-trekking in Gran Sasso National Park in Abruzzo to spending the night next to the shark tank at
the Aquarium of Genoa in Liguria to visiting the Colosseum in Rome. What's inside: + Each major sight is treated as a "hub" destination, around
which to plan a day. Plus, DK's custom illustrations and reconstructions of city sights give real cultural insight. + "Let off steam" suggestions and
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eating options around each attraction enable the entire family to recharge. + Maps outline the nearest parks, playgrounds, and public restrooms. +
"Take shelter" sections suggest indoor activities for rainy days. + Language section lists essential words and phrases. + Dedicated "Kids' Corner"
features include cartoons, quizzes, puzzles, games, and riddles to inform and entertain young travelers. + Listings provide family-friendly hotels
and dining options. Written by travel experts and parents who understand the need to keep children entertained while enjoying family time
together, DK Eyewitness Travel: Family Guide Italy offers child-friendly sleeping and eating options, detailed maps of main sightseeing areas,
travel information, budget guidance, age-range suitability, and activities for Italy.
The Naturalis historia by Pliny the Elder provided Renaissance scholars, artists and architects with details of ancient architectural practice and
long-lost architectural wonders - material that was often unavailable elsewhere in classical literature. Pliny's descriptions frequently included the
dimensions of these buildings, as well as details of their unusual construction materials and ornament. This book describes, for the first time, how
the passages were interpreted from around 1430 to 1580, that is, from Alberti to Palladio. Chapters are arranged chronologically within three
interrelated sections - antiquarianism; architectural writings; drawings and built monuments - thereby making it possible for the reader to follow
the changing attitudes to Pliny over the period. The resulting study establishes the Naturalis historia as the single most important literary source
after Vitruvius's De architectura.
Energetic, incisive, spontaneous, and expressive, the drawings of Filippino Lippi (1457/58-1504) are among the most original and creative of the
Italian Renaissance.
Encyclopedia of Italian Renaissance & Mannerist Art
Sixteenth-century Drawings of Roman Buildings Attributed to Andreas Coner
Antonio da Sangallo il Vecchio
How a Renaissance Genius Reinvented Architecture
Renaissance Art & Science @ Florence
Renaissance Buildings from Brunelleschi to Michelangelo

The creativity of the human mind was brilliantly displayed during the Florentine Renaissance when artists, mathematicians,
astronomers, apothecaries, architects, and others embraced the interconnectedness of their disciplines. Artists used mathematical
perspective in painting and scientific techniques to create new materials; hospitals used art to invigorate the soul; apothecaries
prepared and dispensed, often from the same plants, both medicinals for patients and pigments for painters; utilitarian glassware
and maps became objects to be admired for their beauty; art enhanced depictions of scientific observations; and innovations in
construction made buildings canvases for artistic grandeur. An exploration of these and other intersections of art and science
deepens our appreciation of the magnificent contributions of the extraordinary Florentines.
Crusades covers seven hundred years from the First Crusade (1095-1102) to the fall of Malta (1798) and draws together scholars
working on theatres of war, their home fronts and settlements from the Baltic to Africa and from Spain to the Near East and on
theology, law, literature, art, numismatics and economic, social, political and military history. Routledge publishes this journal for
The Society for the Study of the Crusades and the Latin East. Particular attention is given to the publication of historical sources in
all relevant languages - narrative, homiletic and documentary - in trustworthy editions, but studies and interpretative essays are
welcomed too. Crusades appears in both print and online editions. Issue 2 of the Crusades includes Jonathan Riley-Smith's 'survey
of Islam and the Crusades in history and imagination, over the course of the twentieth century culminating in the aftermath of the
9/11 attacks.
Family Guide Italy offers you the best things to see and do on a family vacation in Italy--from visiting magnificent sights such as the
Colosseum in Rome and Basilica di San Marco in Venice to exploring the treasures housed in the Uffizi in Florence and the Duomo
in Milan--and brings those places alive for children with fun facts, quizzes, and cartoons. The major sights are treated as "hub"
destinations and are followed by places of interest near the "hub," ideal for planning your day ahead. These spreads offer a
pragmatic as well as enjoyable itinerary, giving children a real insight into the destination, but balanced with opportunities to let off
steam at a nearby park or playground. All the practical information you need appears alongside the sight, including transportation
information, budget tips, age range suitability, and where to eat. Each spread is bursting with insider knowledge and loaded with
ideas for activities that will engage children, from pony-trekking in Gran Sasso National Park in Abruzzo to spending the night next
to the shark tank at Genova's Aquarium in Liguria. Meanwhile, the most family-friendly, best-value accommodation options have
been chosen with family budgets and needs in mind. Full-color throughout, with detailed maps of the main sightseeing areas for
easy navigation and all the practical information you need for a fun, stress-free family vacation.
Whether you want to visit the Colosseum in Rome, go designer shopping in Milan, or hike the Cinque Terre, the local Fodor’s travel
experts in Italy are here to help! Fodor’s Essential Italy 2022 guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations,
and everything else you need to simplify your trip-planning process and make the most of your time. This new edition has an easy-toread layout, fresh information, and beautiful color photos. Fodor’s Essential Italy 2022 travel guide includes: AN ILLUSTRATED
ULTIMATE EXPERIENCES GUIDE to the top things to see and do MULTIPLE ITINERARIES to effectively organize your days and
maximize your time MORE THAN 80 DETAILED MAPS and a FREE PULL-OUT MAP to help you navigate confidently COLOR
PHOTOS throughout to spark your wanderlust! HONEST RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LOCALS on the best sights, restaurants,
hotels, nightlife, shopping, performing arts, activities, and more PHOTO-FILLED “BEST OF” FEATURES on “The Best Ancient Sites
in Rome,” “Italy’s Best Beaches,” “Architectural Wonders in Venice,” “Hilltop Villages in Tuscany,” and more TRIP-PLANNING
TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS including when to go, getting around, beating the crowds, and saving time and money
HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL INSIGHTS providing rich context on the local people, art, architecture, cuisine, wine, music,
geography and more SPECIAL FEATURES on “The Sistine Chapel,” “Cruising the Grand Canal,” and “Who’s Who in Renaissance
Art” LOCAL WRITERS to help you find the under-the-radar gems ITALIAN LANGUAGE PRIMER with useful words and essential
phrases UP-TO-DATE COVERAGE ON: Rome, Vatican City, Venice, Milan, Lake Como, Florence, Tuscany, Pisa, Naples, the
Amalfi Coast, Sicily, and more Planning on visiting nearby European countries? Check out Fodor’s Essential France, Fodor’s
Essential Spain, and Fodor’s Essential Switzerland. *Important note for digital editions: The digital edition of this guide does not
contain all the images or text included in the physical edition. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is
researched and written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. For
more travel inspiration, you can sign up for our travel newsletter at fodors.com/newsletter/signup, or follow us @FodorsTravel on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. We invite you to join our friendly community of travel experts at fodors.com/community to ask any
other questions and share your experience with us!
Fodor's Essential Italy 2020
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DK Eyewitness Family Guide Italy
Italy For Dummies
Screens and Choir Spaces, from the Middle Ages to Tridentine Reform
Tuscany and Umbria
Authentic Tuscany

A collection of lively, user-friendly travel guides provides accurate, up-to-date information and expert,
opinionated advice on a wide range of travel destinations, landmarks, accommodations, and eateries,
furnishing convenient full-color maps, quick-reference pointers, worksheets and checklists, and icons
indicating child-friendly facts, travel tips and warnings, special bargains, and more.
Travelers looking for the "true essence" of Italy need look no further than the Authentic Italy series from
the Touring Club of Italy. This guidebook offers a uniquely Italian perspective on the region of Tuscany
that only TCI, with more than 100 years of experience providing reliable information to travelers, can
provide. With detailed maps, Authentic Tuscany includes everything readers need to discover the delights
of Tuscany at their own pace. The subject-keyed design allows readers to quickly scan daily activities and
focus in on their particular location. Illustrated throughout with graphics, maps, and photos from the
extensive TCI archives, this book rates restaurants, hotels, B & Bs, villa rentals, spas, and retreats;
explores food/regional specialties, with profiles on each category; suggests one-, two-, and three-day
itineraries, emphasizing walking tours, special interest tours (wineries, olive oil, ceramics), and biking
routes; outlines an array of shopping options, covering local artisans and handicrafts, markets (antiques,
flea markets, craft fairs), outlets, and factory tours; and includes a calendar listing musical, cultural, and
food festivals and events.
For sixteenth-century Italian masters, the creation of art was a contest. They knew each other's work and
patrons, were collegues and rivals. Survey of this artistic rivalry, the emotional and professional
circumstances of their creations.
With hundreds of full-color photos, an updated edition highlights everything that visitors adore--from
Italy's art and architecture to glorious Tuscan hill towns to red-hot nightlife, and even more!
Michelin Green Guide Italy
Regarding the Borgo Pio
Antonio Giamberti detto Antonio da Sangallo Il Vecchio e diversi periodi di storia
Antonio da Sangallo il Vecchio e Andrea Pozzo a Montepulciano
Fodor's Essential Italy 2022
Portuguese Tangier (1471-1662)
"An illuminating reassessment of the architect whose innovative drawings of ruins shaped
the enduring image of ancient Rome"-For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with
the purchase of this guidebook! Go to fodors.com for details. Ready to experience Italy?
The experts at Fodor’s are here to help. Fodor’s Essential Italy 2020 travel guide is
packed with customizable itineraries with top recommendations, detailed maps of Italy,
and exclusive tips from locals. Whether you want to hike the Cinque Terre, go shopping in
Milan, or visit Vatican City, this user-friendly guidebook will help you plan it all out.
Our local writers vet every recommendation to ensure that you not only make the most of
your time, but that you also have all the most up-to-date and essential information you
need to plan the perfect trip. This new edition has been FULLY-REDESIGNED with a new
layout and beautiful images for more intuitive travel planning! Fodor’s Essential Italy
2020 includes: • AN ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE GUIDE that visually captures the top highlights
of Italy. • SPECTACULAR COLOR PHOTOS AND FEATURES throughout, including special features
on the Sistine Chapel, hiking the Cinque Terre, and Pompeii. • INSPIRATIONAL “BEST OF”
LISTS identify the best things to see, do, eat, drink, and more. • MULTIPLE ITINERARIES
for various trip lengths help you maximize your time. • MORE THAN 70 DETAILED MAPS help
you plot your itinerary and navigate confidently. • EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOTELS AND
RESTAURANTS offer options for every taste. • TRIP PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS
include: guides to getting around, saving money and time, beating the crowds; basic
Italian phrases; and a calendar of festivals and events. • LOCAL INSIDER ADVICE tells you
where to find under-the-radar gems, along with the best walking tours. • HISTORICAL AND
CULTURAL OVERVIEWS add perspective and enrich your travels. • COVERS: Rome, Vatican City,
Venice, Milan, Lake Como, Florence, Tuscany, Pisa, Naples, Sicily, and more. ABOUT
FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and written by local experts.
Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years.
Planning on visiting other destinations in Italy? Check out Fodor’s Rome, Fodor's
Florence & Tuscany, and Fodor's The Amalfi Coast, Capri, and Naples.
For too long, the ?centre? of the Renaissance has been considered to be Rome and the art
produced in, or inspired by it. This collection of essays dedicated to Deborah Howard
brings together an impressive group of internationally recognised scholars of art and
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architecture to showcase both the diversity within and the porosity between the ?centre?
and ?periphery? in Renaissance art. Without abandoning Rome, but together with other
centres of art production, the essays both shift their focus away from conventional
categories and bring together recent trends in Renaissance studies, notably a focus on
cultural contact, material culture and historiography. They explore the material
mechanisms for the transmission and evolution of ideas, artistic training and networks,
as well as the dynamics of collaboration and exchange between artists, theorists and
patrons. The chapters, each with a wealth of groundbreaking research and previously
unpublished documentary evidence, as well as innovative methodologies, reinterpret
Italian art relating to canonical sites and artists such as Michelangelo, Titian,
Tintoretto, Veronese, and Sebastiano del Piombo, in addition to showcasing the work of
several hitherto neglected architects, painters, and an inimitable engineer-inventor.
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Renaissance Art contains a chronology, an
introduction, and a bibliography. The dictionary section has over 700 cross-referenced
entries on artists from Italy, Flanders, the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, and Portugal,
historical figures and events that impacted the production of Renaissance art.
Family Guide Italy
Fodor's Italy 2013
Interpreting the Renaissance
il tempio della Madonna di San Biagio e la Chiesa del Gesù
Crusades
with Assisi and the Best of Umbria
For a limited time, receive a free Fodor's Guide to Safe and Healthy Travel e-book with the purchase of this guidebook! Go
to fodors.com for details. Ready to experience Florence and Tuscany? The experts at Fodor’s are here to help. Fodor’s
Florence & Tuscany travel guide is packed with customizable itineraries with top recommendations, detailed maps of
Florence and Tuscany, and exclusive tips from locals. Whether you want to climb to the top the Duomo in Florence, see
original Renaissance art masterpieces in the Uffizi, or sample wine in a Tuscan vineyard, this user-friendly guidebook will
help you plan it all out. Our local writers vet every recommendation to ensure that you not only make the most of your
time, but that you also have all the most up-to-date and essential information you need to plan the perfect trip. This new
edition has been FULLY-REDESIGNED with a new layout and beautiful images for more intuitive travel planning! Fodor’s
Florence & Tuscany includes: ● AN ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE GUIDE that visually captures the top highlights of Florence and
Tuscany. ● SPECTACULAR COLOR PHOTOS AND FEATURES throughout, including special features on Tuscan food, the
Duomo in Florence, and Renaissance art. ● INSPIRATIONAL “BEST OF” LISTS identify the best things to see, do, eat, drink,
and more. ● MULTIPLE ITINERARIES for various trip lengths help you maximize your time. ● MORE THAN 25 DETAILED MAPS
help you plot your itinerary and navigate confidently. ● EXPERT RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS offer
options for every taste. ● TRIP PLANNING TOOLS AND PRACTICAL TIPS include: guides to getting around, saving money and
time, beating the crowds; basic Italian phrases; and a calendar of festivals and events. ● LOCAL INSIDER ADVICE tells you
where to find under-the-radar gems, along with the best walking tours. ● HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL OVERVIEWS add
perspective and enrich your travels. ● SPECIAL ILLUSTRATED FEATURES providing a crash-course on Italian cuisine and
who’s who in Renaissance art. ● COVERS: The Florence Duomo, Chianti, Pisa, Lucca, Siena, Umbria and the Marches, the
Galleria degli Uffizi, Southern Tuscany, and more. ABOUT FODOR'S AUTHORS: Each Fodor's Travel Guide is researched and
written by local experts. Fodor’s has been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for over 80 years. Planning on
visiting the rest of Italy? Check out Fodor’s Essential Italy; Fodor’s the Best of Italy; Fodor’s Amalfi Coast, Capri, and Naples;
and Fodor’s Rome.
The two alphabetically arranged volumes cover all of the major artistic developments in Italy from c.1300 to c.1600, a
period that marks the Renaissance of the humanistic spirit of classical antiquity. All three periods of the Renaissance are
covered: early, high and late.
Before the late sixteenth century, the churches of Florence were internally divided by monumental screens that separated
the laity in the nave from the clergy in the choir precinct. Enabling both separation and mediation, these screens were
impressive artistic structures that controlled social interactions, facilitated liturgical performances, and variably framed or
obscured religious ritual and imagery. In the 1560s and 70s, screens were routinely destroyed in a period of religious
reforms, irreversibly transforming the function, meaning, and spatial dynamics of the church interior. In this volume, Joanne
Allen explores the widespread presence of screens and their role in Florentine social and religious life prior to the CounterReformation. She presents unpublished documentation and new reconstructions of screens and the choir precincts which
they delimited. Elucidating issues such as gender, patronage, and class, her study makes these vanished structures
comprehensible and deepens our understanding of the impact of religious reform on church architecture.
A revelatory account of the complex and evolving relationship of Renaissance architects to classical antiquity Focusing on
the work of architects such as Brunelleschi, Bramante, Raphael, and Michelangelo, this extensively illustrated volume
explores how the understanding of the antique changed over the course of the Renaissance. David Hemsoll reveals the
ways in which significant differences in imitative strategy distinguished the period's leading architects from each other and
argues for a more nuanced understanding of the widely accepted trope--first articulated by Giorgio Vasari in the 16th
century--that Renaissance architecture evolved through a linear step-by-step assimilation of antiquity. Offering an in-depth
examination of the complex, sometimes contradictory, and often contentious ways that Renaissance architects approached
the antique, this meticulously researched study brings to life a cacophony of voices and opinions that have been lost in the
simplified Vasarian narrative and presents a fresh and comprehensive account of Renaissance architecture in both Florence
and Rome.
Europe For Dummies
Architectural Conservation Studio
Essays in Honour of Deborah Howard
Eyewitness Travel Family Guide Italy
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Fodor's Essential Italy 2019
Union List of Artist Names: Q-Z
The new Green Guide Italy eBook, completely updated with more photos and offering increased coverage, features the
country's rich culture, heritage and history. Michelin's celebrated star-rating system pinpoints Italy’s highlights, from the
stunning coastlines of Sardinia and Sicily to historic city centers of Rome and Florence. A new section inspires travel ideas,
while Practical Information is now split into pre-departure and after arrival sections for quicker reference. See Italy's best
with Michelin’s walking and driving tours, maps and trusted advice. The new Green Guide Italy eBook, completely updated
with more photos and offering increased coverage, features the country's rich culture, heritage and history. Michelin's
celebrated star-rating system pinpoints Italy’s highlights, from the stunning coastlines of Sardinia and Sicily to historic
city centers of Rome and Florence. A new section inspires travel ideas, while Practical Information is now split into predeparture and after arrival sections for quicker reference. See Italy's best with Michelin’s walking and driving tours, maps
and trusted advice. In this eBook you’ll find: • Modern layout design, more full-color photos, and increased coverage. •
New "Inspiration" section for great travel ideas. • Practical Information section, now split between "Before You Go" and
"On Arrival" for quicker reference. • Attractions reviewed and rated, using Michelin's celebrated star-rating system. • Walkthroughs of major museums, galleries, churches and attractions. Illustrations and floor plans are often included. •
Michelin walking and driving tours with directions, mileage and travel time. • Comprehensive, fully illustrated chapters on
modern-day Italy, its history, nature, art and culture all written by experts in their fields. • Editorial features on everything
from Italian film awards and Oscars, to frescoes in Orvieto’s Chapel of San Brizio. • Visitor and contact information given
for every attraction, as well as suggested touring times and parking tips where relevant. • Practical advice on
transportation, road regulations, distance and temperature charts, events calendar • Hotel and restaurant listings for a
variety of budgets. Download onto any kind of eReader (tablet or smartphone), and you’re set to go. Use the guide to orient
yourself at any time with a treasure trove of 64 detailed maps, even if you’re offline with no Wi-Fi or 3G connection. With
the interactive navigation, it’s easy to move within the guide. Click from the index to a point of interest or from a sight
description to its location on the map. With one touch, you can even phone an establishment directly from the page or
click through to a website for more information. No matter what eReader you use, with the Green GuideItaly eBook, you’ll
have the ideal reference to plan a fantastic trip in advance and return home with unforgettable memories.
The Drawings of Filippino Lippi and His Circle
Michelangelo, Leonardo, Raphael, Titian
Giuliano Da Sangallo and the Ruins of Rome
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